
 

IBMYP UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

LIBERTY! ARE WE TO BE A NATION? 

 

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AFTER VIEWING THE FILM LIBERTY! ARE WE TO BE A NATION? 

YOU MAY WORK WITH ONE OTHER STUDENT TO COMPLETE THE ASSIGNMENT. (ANSWERS ARE ON A SEPARATE PIECE OF PAPER) 

1. In the opening minutes of Episode 6, Historian Gordon Wood remarked that George Washington’s 

resignation of his commission and taking leave of public life at the end of the Revolutionary War was an 

“electrifying event throughout the world.” Why was it so electrifying? 

2. Wood also mentions the difficulty of “bringing together separate states.” Why do you think the states 

might have resisted having a national government instead of 13 separate governments?  
 

3. In Episode 6, Abigail Adams writes a letter to her sister in which she refers to the “inherited power” of 

British nobility and aristocracy saying, “There’s a servility of manners here, a distinction between 

nobility and common citizens, which, happily, is foreign to Americans.” Do you agree with Abigail 

Adams’s statement? Explain your view.  
 

4. After Shay’s Rebellion, it became obvious that something needed to be changed, so the Constitutional 

Convention was called to revise the Articles of Confederation. The first vote of this Convention was to, in 

the words of the narrator, “keep their proceedings absolutely secret”. Why do you feel the convention 

was not open to the public? Could this be done today? Explain your answers. 

 

 

5. In Episode 6, the narrator mentions that the role of checks and balances in a large democracy is to protect 

the rights of minorities from potential tyranny. How do you think checks and balances might accomplish 

this? 

 

6. Historian Pauline Maier states in the closing minutes of Episode 6 that, “I think it’s one of the greatest 

ironies of human history that the American Revolution is sometimes considered no revolution at all That 

honor goes to others --  the French Revolution, the Russian Revolution -- revolutions that fail to realize 

their promise of liberty, revolutions that ultimately failed. Our revolution, I think, is underestimated 

mainly because it succeeded.” Do you agree with this assessment? Explain your answer. 

 

 


